Instructions for Using the AANEM Connect Online Discussion Forum

How to Get to the AANEM Connect Site
The AANEM Connect page can be found at www.aanem.org/connect. Login with your AANEM member credentials.

If you plan to visit AANEM Connect regularly, you are encouraged to bookmark/favorite the page.

How to Post a Question
Before posting a question, please ensure you have read and agree to the AANEM Connect Terms of Use.

To post a question on AANEM Connect, just select New Thread on the front page.

Each thread will need a title and the actual question can be typed in the box beside the area that says Post.

If you’d like to embed images and/or videos into your post, follow these instructions.

Finally, if you’d like to receive notifications when someone comments on the thread, select Subscribe to Post before submitting your question.
How to Post a Response to a Question

Before responding to a question, please ensure you have read and agree to the AANEM Connect Terms of Use.

To respond to a thread, click the title of the thread.

Then, click Reply at the bottom of the initial thread.

Then, begin typing your response. If you’d like to embed images and/or videos into your post, follow these instructions.

Instead of clicking Reply, you may also select Quote. When choosing this option, the entirety of the original question is included along with your response.
Finally, if you’d like to receive notifications when others comment on this same thread, select **Subscribe to Post** before submitting your response.

**How to Subscribe to the Entire AANEM Connect Forum**
If you want to be notified of all new posts on AANEM Connect, be sure to select **Subscribe to Forum** on the front page of the site. Once subscribed, you will receive notifications of all the postings appearing on the site.

**How to Subscribe to an Individual Discussion Thread**
If you have not subscribed to the entire forum, but are interested in a particular thread of discussion, click the topic of discussion and then click **Subscribe to Post**. This will ensure you receive notifications to alert you to all the correspondence related to that particular thread.

**Questions?**
If you have any questions about AANEM Connect, please email Communications@aanem.org.